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On Continuous Additive Functionals Locally of Zero Energy and their Applications 
Toshio Yamada,  Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Japan 
1. Let B, be a one d imensional  Brownian mot ion with Bo= 0. We consider the 
fol lowing addit ive functionals of  (B,): 
1 a ~C, - ( B , -  a) logl Bt - a] - ( B , -  a) - ( Bo - a) loglB0 - a[ + (B0 - a) 
io ' - loglB, - al dB~; 
and 
(B , -a )p  ~ (Bo-a)p  ~ [ (B , -a ) ;~dB~,  ½H~(-1 -a , t )= 
(1 -~) ( -a )  (1 -a ) ( -c~)  Jo ( -~)  
where 0 < a < ½. 
First, we discuss an extension of the Ito formula in which the above functionals 
p lay roles. 
2. The fol lowing formula concerning the fractional derivative of  Brownian local 
t imes is proposed:  
1 
D~(L~)(a) 
F(-~) 
- -{ -cos ( I t (1  + oe))H~(-1 - oe, t) 
+ sin(Tr(1 + a) )Y ( (H ' ( -  1 - a, t))(a)}, 
where D"  stands for the fractional derivative of  index a, Y(f means the Hi lbert 
transform of  the function f and L~ is a jo int ly cont inuous version of  Brownian local 
times. 
3. Some limit theorems for occupat ion times of  (B,) are discussed. 
Determination of the Class of Upward Passage Time Distributions of the Non-Negative 
Birth and Death Processes 
M. Yamazato,  Nagoya Institute of Technology, Japan 
We obtain a necessary and sufficient condit ion that a probabi l i ty  measure on the 
non-negative real line is an upward first passage time distr ibut ion of  a birth and 
death process on the non-negative integers, with absorbing or reflecting barr ier at 
the origin, in terms of  a distr ibut ion of  zeros and poles of  the Laplace transform 
of the probabi l i ty  measure. As a corol lary to this condit ion, it is shown that a first 
passage time distr ibut ion (normal ized to be a probabi l i ty  measure in the case that 
the origin in absorbing) is represented as a finite convolut ion of  exponent ia l  distr ibu- 
tions and a distr ibut ion with completely monotone density. 
